From The Purest Form
of Acemannan
Better health starts with your cells. When cells talk to each
other effectively, your entire body can benefit. Aloe
has been shown to contain nutrients your cells can use to
communicate better.*
Manapol® Immune Support Formula is a 100% Aloe
vera gel powder that’s harvested from volcanic soil for
ultra-purity. You can’t get a richer, natural source of
Glyconutrients† anywhere in the world. This means that
every time you take Manapol, you’re giving your body
the nutrients to provide natural immune support through
powerful prebioics while supporting digestive health.*
For natural health that begins with your cells,
order Manapol powder today!

Benefits:
•

Provides immune support through its Acemannan
content.*

•

Provides all natural immune support as it functions
as a powerful prebiotic.*

•

Abundant source of Glyconutrients.

•

Proprietary extraction provides a more potent, stable
acemannan content for superior immune and
digestive support.*

FUN FACT
Although there are more than 200 varieties of the aloe plant that
have been classified, there is only one that yields the highest levels
of acemannan from the purest sources–ours.

†Glyconutrients are beneficial saccharides found in nature.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

Manapol

Immune Support Formula

DID YOU KNOW

Supplement Facts

While all Acemannan is found in the
inner leaf gel of the Aloe plant, not
all inner leaf gel is Acemannan?

Serving Size 1 Scoop | Servings Per Container 60

Amount Per % Daily
Serving Value

Aloe vera extract (inner leaf gel powder)‡ 500 mg

Acemannan is defined as requiring
a molecular weight of one to two
million Daltons. Manapol is currently
the only Aloe powder in the world
with a weight more than one million
Daltons, testing the highest of any other
similar product in a controlled test.

†

†Daily Value not established.
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COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS:

These great Mannatech products pair well with Manapol:

Ambrotose LIFE® powder—

Ambrotose LIFE is the most important nutritional
supplement for your health. We believe it
does more for your health than any other
combination of products ever developed. It can
support your immune system, improve cognitive
functions and support gastrointestinal health.*

GI-ProBalance®—

Formulated to nourish your gut with 8 strains of
probiotics and rich prebiotic fibers. It supports
the natural balance of good bacteria in your gut
microbiome and helps maintain healthy digestion.*

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

100% Satisfaction Guarantee! If you try our products and are not completely satisfied
for any reason, you can return them within 180 days of purchase for either an
exchange of like products or a 100% refund.
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